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Internet communication is observed to have exercised non-trivial impact on linguistic struc-
tures of indigenous languages (Crystal 2006, Danet and Herring 2007) and can be crucially 
involved in their grammaticalization processes. This paper (i) identifies the Korean Sentence-
final ‘Attributive’ Quotative Construction -ta nun- (1, 2), an emerging stylistic device em-
ployed in Web-based communication, and (ii) illuminates its pragmatic function through a 
contrastive study with its Japanese counterpart -mitaina, the attributive form of -mitaida (‘be 
like’). 
 -Ta nun- is attested with increasing frequency in Korean Web-based communication. It 
consists of the plain-speech declarative ending -ta immediately followed by the present at-
tributive verb ending -nun-, which anticipates a nominal following it (3). However, the pre-
sent attributive verb ending -nun- occurs by itself in sentence-final position (1, 2). -Ta nun- 
thus apparently runs counter to the rather rigid distinction Korean language maintains be-
tween ‘attributive’ and ‘sentence-final’ forms. 
 What kind of function does this superficially ‘anomalous’ construction serve in the Ko-
rean Web? This paper finds that -ta nun- serves to quote, though not necessarily verbatim, the 
speaker/writer’s own speech/thought (including experience, feelings) (1), or the other per-
son’s speech/thought (2), and, crucially, to show some detachment from the quoted content. 
 What motivates the use of -ta nun- in the web-based written communication? This paper 
suggests that a psychological factor of ‘distancing’ (e.g. Suzuki 1995), is crucially involved in 
the case of -ta nun- as well. Particularly relevant is the observation that “the speaker is dis-
tancing him/herself from the authenticity of the quoted speech or thoughts” when using -
mitaina- in Japanese (Fujii 2006: 91) (4). Unlike the case of -mitaina-, however, when using -
ta nun-, the writer is arguably distancing him/herself from the shared ‘common ground’ 
(Clark 1996) with his/her readers. In the web community of anonymous multi-party commu-
nication, a reader cannot expect his multiple readers to share the same common experience, 
background, or belief-system. For instance, the reader in (1) cannot expect his readers to be 
intimately familiar with his personal experience of having opened a street stall. This psycho-
logical distance, imposed on a writer by the nature of ‘written’ web-based communication, is 
conveyed by -ta nun-. 
 
(1)  K. Hakchangsicel pihn-imye kwikeli-mye ilehkey kulim-ul kulye-se 
  school days pin-and earrings-and like this picture-ACC draw-CONJ 
  nocem-ul hay-ss-ta-nun. 
  street stall-ACC do-PST- DECL-PRES: ATTR  
  (http//:blog.naver.com/dlqlsqk 2007.5.4) 
  “I opened a street stall by drawing pictures of hair pins and earrings like this dur-

ing my school days, (saying).” 
(2)   K. Ccik-ko nase enni ilum-ul mwule pwa-ss-ta-nun. 
  take-CONJ after sister name-ACC ask-PST- DECL-PRES: ATTR 
  “After taking the picture, (the foreigner) asked my sister’s name, (saying).” 
(3)   K. Salam-kwa konglyong-i hamkkey sal-aa-ta-nun cungke-tul 

human-with dinosaur-NOM together live-PST-DECL-PRES:ATTR evidence-
plural 

  “The (pieces of) evidence (saying) that dinosaurs lived with human beings” 
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(4)   J. Sensee-ga tyoo ozisan na-no-ne. (…) 
  teacher-NOM extremely old man be:ATTR-NMZ-SFP 
  Huransugo nannka syaberen no-ka-yo mitaina. 
  French such as speak NMLZ-Q- SFP be like: ATTR 
  “The teacher is extremely old (…) I was like, “Hey, can you speak French at all ?” 
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